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At a glance
• Traditional balanced portfolios comprised of 60% equity and 40% fixed income served
investors well for many years; however, fundamentals have changed, and an evolution in
portfolio construction and asset allocation may be warranted.
• Structural changes and a new monetary policy regime have brought on large, long-lasting
implications for fixed income markets.
• We believe fixed income returns will be lower for the foreseeable future with unique risks
around inflation, liquidity and credit, requiring a re-think of the role and allocation to fixed
income within a portfolio.

A portfolio’s backstop
In many sports, be it hockey, soccer or lacrosse, there is a goalie. Their role is almost always to protect the net from
the opponent scoring a goal. It’s always nice, or an added bonus, when the goalie can contribute in other ways to
the team’s success, like distributing the ball or puck to enhance the team’s playmaking ability. However, if this comes
at the expense of defending the net – the primary purpose of the goalie – the added contribution is not usually worth
the risk. Fixed income functions similarly to a goalie for your portfolio. Its purpose is to help defend the portfolio’s
value in times of market turmoil by supplying liquidity, diversification and stability.
Our first paper illustrated that fixed income has been
a core part of a balanced solution. The negative
correlation with equities has historically given many
investors a “free lunch”, by providing both lower risk with
similar returns. However, record low bond yields have
not only reduced the return potential of fixed income
but also driven many investors to search for higher yield,
which further weakens the protection it provides (like a
goalie taking a risk to distribute the puck for a play).
In Part 2 of our 5-part series discussing the evolution
of the traditional balanced portfolio, we highlight
how global central bank monetary policies have had
a significant and potentially long-lasting impact that
will likely affect all asset classes, but particularly fixed
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income and its role as a “goalie” for a portfolio. We will
highlight how fixed income’s role has evolved and how
the asset class can still play an important role in helping
investors achieve their investment goals.

Record low bond yields have not
only reduced the return potential of
fixed income but also driven many
investors to search for higher yield.
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The challenges of structural reform
In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, equity markets
have become more volatile due to political, fiscal,
monetary and event risk uncertainty. In times of market
stress, it is imperative that part of an investment portfolio
stays stable and liquid so that investors can either meet
withdrawal needs or rebalance into equities at a discount
if an opportunity presents itself. However, since the
Global Financial Crisis in 2008, there has been structural
reform in the bond markets that resulted in several new
challenges for investors, industry professionals and the
protective role fixed income plays in a portfolio.
New regulation has created liquidity challenges, a
phenomenon that is particularly challenging for bonds
that are higher on the risk spectrum. Since 2007, new
regulation brought on structural reform that has resulted
in a significant reduction in inventory held by brokerdealers, which can cause liquidity issues. This challenge
becomes even more pronounced during periods of
heightened market volatility, when investors who sought

yield in higher risk bonds were likely to experience liquidity
challenges and an inability to sell their investment.
Moreover, since the value of riskier bonds is driven
more by the financial prospects of companies and the
business cycle, they often perform similarly to equites,
which means during volatile markets, higher risk credit
securities will likely perform poorly as well. These
structural challenges brought on by new regulation have
fundamentally changed the dynamics and liquidity of
many fixed income investments – something that needs
to be considered, especially when considering liquidity
when building a portfolio.

New regulation has created liquidity
challenges in the bond market.
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Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). Data as of October 1, 2020.
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Harnessing fixed income cyclicality towards
improving performance
While structural changes affect liquidity and the
defensive role of fixed income, each segment of the fixed
income market displays cyclical behavior, which can
be harnessed by investment managers to help improve
performance.
Yields will rise and fall depending on where we are in
the market cycle. They typically fall during a recession
and rise during a recovery, and during this time, bond
prices will also rise and fall. Reducing interest rates is
an essential tool used by central banks to stimulate
an economy in decline, which leads to the protective
properties on high quality, short-term government bonds.
Though yields have been trending lower, this cyclical
behavior continues and active management, through
both security selection and asset allocation, can take
advantage. Asset allocation strategies allow investment

managers the ability to pick what they believe are the
right types of fixed income strategies through the various
stages of the business cycle.
Given the cyclicality in the bond market through factors
like real yields¹, inflation expectations and credit spreads,
active asset allocation and security selection can be key
in seeking to add value to the portfolio and managing
risk. The chart below highlights the cyclicality of fixed
income markets — how active management can add
value through the cycle as interest rates and credit
spreads anticipate economic inflection points.
For example, a tactical allocation to U.S Dollar long bonds
can provide diversification and positive returns during
periods of heighted market volatility, due to both the
currency and interest rate effect².

The cyclical nature of fixed income
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A new monetary policy regime drives low yields
The economic shock caused by the COVID-19 pandemic
has led to governments across the world coming to the
rescue with a significant policy response. Due to record
high debt levels, policy maker sensitivity around any
interest rate increases is much greater today than it was
pre-pandemic.
Historically, central banks around the world have used
short-term interest rate changes, quantitative easing
programs, yield curve control³ and other tools to
help manage the impact interest rates have on their
economies. Recently, central banks have also reviewed
and updated their guiding principles. Due to lower-thanexpected inflation over the last decade, central banks
have adapted their inflation management approach,
which would allow inflation to temporarily exceed their
target to re-anchor expectations.

This new monetary policy regime brings significant,
potentially long-lasting implications for fixed income
markets. This suggests central banks are likely ready to
keep interest rates lower for as long as it takes for longterm inflation to reach 2%. What does this mean for fixed
income yields? Fixed Income could continue to see low
or even negative real yields with inflation expectations to
remain at or above 2%. When combined with structural
forces such as technological evolution, productivity gains,
globalization and demographics, the risk of yields rising
significantly is potentially limited and the long-term trend
of low and falling yields may continue. The chart below
shows that long-term yields have been in a consistent
downtrend for the past two decades, while breakeven
inflation has been, and is likely to remain, within its
historical range.
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Fixed income remains a core element, but exposure likely needs
to be adjusted
With structural changes and a new monetary policy
regime, fixed income is expected to have lower
yields and potentially lower expected returns for the
foreseeable future. Against this backdrop, the role fixed
income plays in a portfolio has changed and we believe
needs to be adjusted. We believe the allocation to fixed
income will need to be reduced within a traditional
balanced portfolio, and other sources of diversification
will need to be sourced.
Despite these new challenges, it’s important to keep
in mind that fixed income’s original task of being a
portfolio’s backstop or “goalie” hasn’t changed. When
fixed income does what it is intended to do, the rest
of the portfolio can do its intended job as well. Having
well balanced, protective, and liquid fixed income
investments can help an investor to take more risk in

search for potential higher return growth assets like
equities and alternatives. Prudent active management
within fixed income is even more important now as
it can help investors access new return streams and
higher yields without taking excessive risk in a search
for yield.
Be sure to look for our upcoming articles about the
new ways in which TDAM views the modern portfolio.
Upcoming topics include:
• How to allocate to equities
• Alternative investments
• Combining our ideas to build better portfolios for
balanced investors

When choosing a fixed income solution, investors should
consider asking themselves:
• Will fixed income provide protection or stability when it's most needed?
• Will fixed income be actively managed across different cycles and environments to add
value and return without compromising protection?
• Will fixed income supply liquidity?
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Reliable
Connect with TD Asset Management

¹A real yield is a rate of return that has been adjusted to remove the effects of inflation.² Currency effects are gains or losses on foreign investments due
to changes in the relative value of assets denominated in a foreign currency. The interest rate effect is the change in borrowing and spending behaviors
in the aftermath of an interest rate adjustment.³Quantitative easing (QE) is a form of monetary policy in which a central bank purchases longer-term
security in order to increase the money supply and encourage lending and investment. Under yield curve control policies, the central bank ensures low
interest rates on borrowing many years into the future. The information contained herein has been provided by TD Asset Management Inc. and is for
information purposes only. The information has been drawn from sources believed to be reliable. Graphs and charts are used for illustrative purposes
only and do not reflect future values or future performance of any investment. The information does not provide financial, legal, tax or investment advice.
Particular investment, tax, or trading strategies should be evaluated relative to each individual’s objectives and risk tolerance. Certain statements in
this document may contain forward-looking statements (“FLS”) that are predictive in nature and may include words such as “expects”, “anticipates”,
“intends”, “believes”, “estimates” and similar forward-looking expressions or negative versions thereof. FLS are based on current expectations and
projections about future general economic, political and relevant market factors, such as interest and foreign exchange rates, equity and capital
markets, the general business environment, assuming no changes to tax or other laws or government regulation or catastrophic events. Expectations
and projections about future events are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties, which may be unforeseeable. Such expectations and projections
may be incorrect in the future. FLS are not guarantees of future performance. Actual events could differ materially from those expressed or implied
in any FLS. A number of important factors including those factors set out above can contribute to these digressions. You should avoid placing any
reliance on FLS. Bloomberg and Bloomberg.com are trademarks and service marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, or
its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. TD Asset Management Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Toronto-Dominion Bank. All trademarks are the
property of their respective owners. ®The TD logo and other trademarks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank or its subsidiaries.
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